FIFI and Looloo's Food Fiasco
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Once in Japan, there were two small kids named Fiti and Looloo. They loved the cookies their mom made! She made all sorts of cookies: sugar ones, banana ones, even pineapple cookies! The best cookies were the sugar cookies.
One day, when mom left the cookies to cool, they disappeared! "What to do?" said mom. "Do not worry," said Fifi grabbing a basket. "We'll find them."
"Let's go," said Looloo. "We need to be back before dad comes home!" "Ok." Said Fifi. They went into the backyard. "Look," said Looloo. "I see a trapped door in the shed!" They opened the door, went inside, and fell into a hole!
"Look!" Looloo said happily, "A sushi trail!" They followed the trail while putting the sushi in their basket. The trail led to a brownie field. They looked across and saw the cookies on the other side. After eating through some brownies, they finally got to the sugar cookies, grabbed them and ran home.
Dad was walking through the front door. “Wow! Dinner smells good!” he said. “We’re having sushi, brownies, and sugar cookies!” Fifi and Loobo said laughing. The End.